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California Bill Would Limit Political Spending 
by Foreign-Influenced U.S. Corporations
Testimony Before the California State Assembly
By Michael Sozan February 10, 2023

Dear Assembly Member Lee:

I write in strong support of A.B. 83, the Get Foreign Money Out of California 
Elections Act, of which the Center for American Progress is a proud “co-sponsor.” If 
enacted, your people-powered legislation will help stop political spending by foreign 
entities, including foreign investors who own appreciable levels of stock in U.S. cor-
porations. This would help protect California’s right to self-government.

I am a senior fellow at the Center for American Progress. Based in Washington, D.C., 
CAP is an independent, nonpartisan policy institute dedicated to improving the lives 
of all Americans through bold, progressive policies. My democracy reform work at 
CAP has involved research on preventing election-related spending by U.S. corpo-
rations that are appreciably owned by foreign investors. My publications include 
reports and fact sheets analyzing this policy, with one report republished in the 
Harvard Law School Forum on Corporate Governance.1 These publications may be 
useful as the Legislature considers the pending legislation.

After reviewing A.B. 83, I conclude that it would provide an important tool to 
protect California’s elections and ballot initiatives from foreign influence and 
excess corporate money that can corrupt the political system. This bold bill would 
strengthen the right of California’s residents to determine the political and eco-
nomic future of their state and help ensure that lawmakers are accountable to 
voters instead of corporations with appreciable levels of foreign investment. This 
legislation is particularly timely given that foreign investors now own approxi-
mately 40 percent of U.S. corporate equity, compared with just 4 percent of U.S. 
equity in 1986.2

This popular legislation follows on the heels of a similar bill in Seattle, which passed 
in 2020 to protect its elections after a deluge of corporate political spending by at 
least one foreign-influenced U.S. corporation.3 Notably, within your state, San Jose 
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conditionally passed similar legislation last year.4 Moreover, in 2022, the New York 
State Senate passed a parallel bill on a bipartisan vote.5 Several similar bills have 
been filed at the federal level by members of Congress, including Sen. Elizabeth 
Warren (D-MA) and Rep. Jamie Raskin (D-MD).6

Discussion
In the U.S. Supreme Court’s misguided decision in Citizens United v. Federal Election 
Commission, the court gave American corporations the ability to spend money in 
elections based on the premise that corporations are “associations of citizens.”7 
However, many of the largest American-based corporations are owned apprecia-
bly by foreign entities. This creates a loophole in the Supreme Court’s ruling, as 
recognized in a dissenting opinion by Justice John Paul Stevens: Foreign entities 
can invest in U.S. corporations that then spend large amounts of money from their 
corporate treasuries to influence the results of elections and ballot initiatives.8

Your legislation would close that gaping loophole. At first glance, the legislation’s 
ownership thresholds to determine when a corporation is “foreign influenced”—1 
percent for a single foreign shareholder, and 5 percent for aggregate foreign owner-
ship—may appear to be relatively low. However, as detailed in the CAP report refer-
enced above, the foreign-ownership thresholds used in A.B. 83 are solidly grounded 
in corporate governance and related law; are constitutional; and have been sup-
ported by conservative lawmakers, corporate CEOs, and long-standing commis-
sioners on the Federal Election Commission, among many others.9 Moreover, the 
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission has recognized the power that share-
holders have at the levels of ownership delineated in this legislation.10 This bill is 
not aimed at disincentivizing foreign investment in California-based companies but 
rather setting guardrails on when foreign-influenced companies can spend political 
dollars to influence U.S. elections and ballot measures.

Additionally, as detailed in CAP’s report, although the vast majority of U.S. busi-
nesses have no foreign investors, the largest U.S.-based corporations have consider-
able foreign ownership. For my report, I analyzed data on foreign ownership of 111 
U.S.-based publicly traded corporations in the S&P 500 stock index.11 The results 
include the following:

	■ When applying the 1 percent single foreign-shareholder threshold, 74 percent of 
the corporations studied exceeded the threshold.

	■ When applying the 5 percent aggregate foreign-shareholder threshold, 98 percent 
of the corporations studied exceeded the threshold.

These 111 politically invested corporations voluntarily disclosed $443 million spent 
in federal and state elections from their corporate treasuries in the years 2015, 2016, 
and 2017.
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However, among smaller publicly traded corporations, only 28 percent of the cor-
porations that were randomly sampled exceeded the 5 percent aggregate foreign-
ownership threshold. From this analysis, it appears that smaller publicly traded 
corporations may be less likely to have as much aggregate foreign ownership as their 
larger counterparts and therefore would be less likely to be affected by this legisla-
tion’s ownership thresholds. This legislation would help enhance the political voices 
of California’s smaller businesses, most of which likely have only American owners.

Conclusion
At a time of rising foreign interference in U.S. elections, California should be com-
mended for positioning itself at the forefront of legislative efforts across the nation 
to take proactive, commonsense steps to stop political spending by American corpo-
rations that are appreciably owned by foreign investors. A.B. 83 would go a long way 
in reassuring the people of California that their democratic right to self-government 
is protected.

I urge the passage of this legislation. Please let me know if I can be of further 
assistance.

Sincerely,

Michael L. Sozan
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